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16 February 1996 
Searcy, Arkansas 
Student Lectureships provide 'guidance for our discipleship' 
Lecturers urge silence, listening for teall' 
by Heather Henson 
Bison staff writer • 
"Answering the Call" will serve as 
the theme for this year's student 
lectureships, which will begin Sunday 
and go through Wednesday. 
~ 
~ 
Devotionals were held last week in 
each of the donnitories to introduce 
the theme of the lectureship, and 
tonight students from each dorm will 
go to the Student Center throughout 
the night to pray for the success of the 
lectures . 
The 21 students leading the 
lectureships plan to examine what it 
means to be a Christian disciple by 
looking into the scriptures. "As we 
look at whom Jesus called individually, 
what they were called to do and how 
they responded to the call, we hope to 
find guidance for our discipleship," 
speaker Jay Collins said. 
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Examining 
the lives 
of those 
who have 
known 
'1 hope that people who are already 
Christians will find something to bring 
them closer to God; and I hope that the 
non-christians will also come and hear 
something that will inspire them to 
answer the call," Sorrell said. 
Nathan Randolph, Ron Nelson, 
Ken McMahan, Daryl Rodgers, Jim 
Miller, Collins, Darrell Simek, Ryan 
Sorrell, Bryan Ries, David Parks, Zach 
Steed, Matt Miller, Kent Jobe and 
Leoncio Dominguez will be leading 
chapel programs, classes and the 
evening lectureships. 
Women involved with the 
lectureships are Bonnie Gant, Heidi 
Burkham, Alicia Grampp, Johnna 
Duke, Jenny Foriest, Wendy Northcutt 
and Andrea Miller. 
Th 
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The speakers said they are looking 
forward to sharing their experiences 
with the students throughout the week. 
"It is a privilege to be asked to speak in 
the lectureships because, not only do I 
have the opportunity to speak 
alongside my peers whom I respect a 
lot, but I am also blessed to share 
something from God's word with 
others and hopefully make a 
difference," Rodgers said. 
The student lectureships give the 
student body a chance to respond to 
the fall lectureships, which primarily 
present non-student speakers. 
"Introductions, singing, prayers and 
the discussions are allIed by students. 
It's our way of getting people 
involved," said JObe' who also spoke 
during the fall lectureships. 
The students who were chosen for 
the lectureships have been meeting 
each Tuesday this semester to share 
ideas, gain insight from what they have 
learned, and to pray for a successful 
lectureship. 
The student lectures begin Sunday 
morning, with Nathan Randolph 
speaking at the College church, and 
will end with Ryan Sorrell speaking 
on Wednesday evening during the 
regular Peak of the Week session. Other 
lectures will be held each day during 
chapel and each evening at 6. Classes 
will be held during the day at 10:45 
and 2. 
With an emphasis on how the 
disciples were called to discipleship, 
the speakers will look into several 
topics, including "Who is Calling You," 
Heart day keeps mail room pumping. Excited laughter rings 
above the click of closing mailboxes where the loved and the 
disappointed meet. Phofo by Christie Mangrum. 
• 
"The Motivation of the Call," "The 
Response to the Call," "The Power of 
the Call," and "Answering the Call." 
Jobe, speaking about preparing for the 
call, said he hopes the lessons will give 
students hands-on, practical examples 
from the Bible. "We want to address 
the needs that are most pertinentto the 
students," Jobe said. 
The speakers have put a semester's 
worth of time and preparation into the 
lecture series. "I want to add some 
positive energy to the lectureships and 
help students to look into whatitmeans 
to be a disciple for Christ," Nelson 
said. 
Ex.plosive music, 
poetry embody 
common dream 
by Diana King 
Bison staff writer 
Gospel Explosion is "keeping the 
dream alive" this weekend, with 
activities that commemorate Black 
History Month. 
Sponsored by the student 
organization, Ujima, the Gospel 
Explosion was started 12 years ago 
and has been growing for the past five 
years. 
In past years, Gospel ExplOSion 
featured the singing group Straight 
Company and a number of campus 
groups. This year, however, Straight 
Company will not be here, and Ujima 
has made an effort to include singing 
groups from congregations around 
Searcy, according to Kenny Collins, 
the member of Ujima who has taken 
charge of organizing the Gospel 
Explosion this year. 
The theme, "Keeping the Dream 
Alive," traces its roots to Martin Luther 
King's "I have a dream" speech. 
"During the Gospel Explosion, we 
want to encourage people not only to 
follow other people's dreams but to 
consider dreams of their own," Collins 
said. 
Specifically, Ujima wants to help 
young black high school students. 
"Our goal this year is to get 25 to 30 
black kids who are planning to go to 
college in the near future to come to 
the Harding campus," Collins said. 
~ 
He said he hopes that experiencing the 
Gospel Explosion will help them 
decide to fulfill their dreams at 
Harding. 
To follow up this experience, Ujima 
has planned a lock-in for the kids who 
come to the Gospel Explosion. "We 
want them to become familiar and 
comfortable with the people and the 
campus at Harding so they will want 
to go to college here," Collins said. 
The activities this weekend started 
today in chapel when Collins' 
grandfather presented a devotional. 
Writer Ivy Sanders presented an 
original poem, and the gospel choir 
"Higher Degree" sang. 
Similar events will take place 
tonight, and the University Chorus will 
perform a series of spirituals. 
"Exodus," a group from Texas, will 
sing to conclude the evening's 
activities. 
The Gospel Explosion will continue 
with a performance by the Albert 
McNeil Jubilee Singers on Saturday 
and will close following a devotional 
worship service Sunday moming. 
The purpose Ujima members see 
for this event, as well as for their 
organization, is to encourage 
spirituality among students, with an 
emphasis on minorities, according to 
Collins. Later this semester, Ujima is 
planning a service project, providing 
food for people in homeless shelters in 
Little Rock. 
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Just one OPINION Love is more than red roses 
Whew. It's over. February 14 came and went, and 
casualties were few. What began in the fifth century as a 
memorial to the martyr st. Valentine followed an accidental 
progression in the Middle Ages to a time for lovers to 
exchange messages, and now it creates an ooshy-gooshy 
feeling in some and a self-consciousness in others, 
reminiscent of the acne-faced junior high period. 
Consider the guy whose girlfriend just ended their 
relationship. Or maybe the girl who had found the man she 
would marty, only to have him fmd someone else - and be 
less than chivalrous when breaking up with her. What did 
they think of Valentine's Day? Did they have reason to 
celebrate love? Yes and no - it depends on whose love they 
celebrated. 
love, anyway? Our culture, as it searches, realizes that 
expressing love is important. Unfortunately, many times 
we express ourselves only from a distance. 
Let's change that. As the hype over another Valentine's 
Day dies down, take advantage of the magic in the air to 
change how you love. If you love someone, share it. Don't 
be forced to sing along with Maria Carey and Boys II Men 
as they say, "SorI)', I never told you all that I wanted to 
say. Now it's too late .. ." No one should let that tragedy 
become part of his or her life. 
Around campus , students could easily spot 
advertisements for gift baskets by their pink paper. The 
Harding men who had a special Valentine were characterized 
this week by their empty wallets, and those who didn't... 
well, they just indulged themselves in the seasonal candy. 
The Harding women? Those who received the special 
Valentines were the ones who walked around in a 
stratospheric bliss, tripping over themselves with each step 
they took because they couldn't see past the big smiles on 
their faces. Which category did you fit in on Wednesday? 
A warped conception of love permeates the American 
culture, and it can best be seen in our music. Music tells us 
that "Nothing Compares 2 U,· that "You're the Inspiration, • 
and that "Evetything I Do, I Do it for You.· If you really like 
someone, Disney says to go ahead and "Kiss the Girl.· And 
when the times get rough, you've always got "Friends in Low 
Places: 
Do these songs reflect true love? Or do they just 
propagate a myth of comfort in a society that longs for the 
completeness of the love that Christians know? In searching 
for love, our culture has looked inward because it hasn't 
found completeness in people. Disagree? Look at music 
once again. Since Whitney Houston never found anyone to 
fulfill her needs, she found "Th.e Greatest Love of All" as she 
learned to love herself. Do Christians support this 
philosophy? 
And in sharing love with those who have been hurt 
by love, be sensitive to the pain romantic love has created 
and be willing to support them as a friend. Remember the 
two examples of unrequited love given above - that guy 
who just lost his girlfriend? He needs me to listen to him 
as he learns to "let go.· And the'girl? She needs me to be 
a trustworthy, honest friend who will stick to my word, 
mean what I say, and feel what I express. They both need 
to feel a genuine love. To genuinely love another person, 
after all, is to share with him or her in the struggle to see 
Jesus more clearly than before. 
For Americans, what is the purpose of Valentine's Day? 
Behind the special sales, the cards and the candy is a day 
which is dedicated to love. It's good to celebrate love, to 
renew commitments promised and to work to create a 
stronger, more understanding bond with those you cherish. Regardless of how you fared on Valentine's Day, may 
this genuine love be the love that radiates from your heart 
every day. - guest editorialist Jimmy Brooks 
But what about those people for whom love evokes a 
bitter or tense image? Do they enjoy Valentine's Day? And why should there be only one day for expressing 
,facing:!gsUES Whitewater - waste or worthy work? 
by Jeff Krinks 
Bison staff writer 
Who are D'Arnato, Williams, the 
Thomases , Starr, Murkowski, 
Lindsey, Huber, Morris and 
Nussbaum anyway? I had not even 
heard of most of these people until a 
week ago. My investigation revealed 
that they are the insipid cast of 
characters in the politiCian-infested 
opera critics have been calling 
"Whitewatergate. " 
The major difference between the 
1990s' Whitewater and the 1970s' 
Watergate is that one forced a 
blameworthy president to reSign; the 
other is a waste of taxpayers' money. 
The cost of the investigation is said to 
be around $30 million. The fact 
remains, though, that little concrete 
evidence has been accumulated, 
other than Hillary Clinton's possible 
conflict of interest in a mid-1980s 
court case involving her client and a 
state official appointed specifically 
byBillCllnton. (It's confusing, I know.) 
If you've watched the hearings on 
C-SPAN, you know they are tedious 
and nitpicking. It is obvious that the 
investigating committee has gotten 
nowhere; they have already called 
back several witnesses as many as 
three times. each for more 
inconclusive questioning. 
The investigation is a political 
battle. I have always found it hard to 
respect the Clintons' pre-presidential 
years, but it's getting tough to defend 
the actions of the self-seeking 
Republicans who are slinging 
phenomenal quantities of mud. 
To put it in perspective, Congress 
assigned one investigator to the 
Silverado Savings and Loan failure in 
Colorado, which cost taxpayers much 
more than the Clintons' Madison 
Guaranty S & L. But there are 26 
investigators assigned to the 
Whitewater case. Clearly, some 
by Beth Smith 
Bison staff writer 
political agendas are being pushed. It was supposed to be the 
Maybe the Clintons are hiding beginning of anew era for the country. 
something. Those missing flIes that A new preSident, a new party and a 
"appeared" in the White House new way of thinking. Unfortunately 
residence recently are curious. The for the Cllntons, repeating history is 
problem is that once a witness says, the only political move they've 
"I don't know," there isn't much more managed. 
you can do. Whitewater has emerged as one 
And disconcerted government of the major scandals of the century, 
offiCials have always been good at second/onlytoWatergate.Thescandal 
making mountains out of molehills. includes fraudulent land deals, the 
In 1992, an independent council suicide of Deputy White House 
investigator (employed by Congress) Counsel Vincent Foster, those 
requested to .obtain ~.,tjfi$.lf*,~Tj~'cH:"$}(W~.;'i.~~· mysteriOUS legal 
then - Pre siden t 4Hj;?~;;il$.?f.?;t$>ei'.,,;~,~:m~!vtff~' papers and. a 
Bush's personal Gf1:;t;Jr$"~',;, Zi'!t~r.tf!Wt~~t!4f~:~ subpoenaed fIrst 
diary regarding the fU.l timltt.,.el. il;.,,,,·.:.~~ ::t.he,', . :jj.it. vIEe!'! lady. 
,,_, Y." _ _ :1,,$ :ln~l :> ,- 'r~ _ M'~- - f 
~;~~:aU:~~e~t ;llcc!luntilbility1WfrffU1,ti ~~~~~~~~~ 
developments from US' is'thelekcli61flr7' America has been 
that investigation? ;, ihat'.s 'lhe rilti;,ta~~.'" pummeled with ne~ 
Nothing. ~ . • , '~;>t1 ":",~ ,.;",it¢;,~r"f evidence, older eVi-
l think most of ;;t. ;.~.'!l.:.".{t.. " t1'! :(~.J. Ietri,.' '.' ,.,. l .!l·., .. ·~.:.,~~ .• f'n .. · ,r.'~'\t1.:.)." dence and other , •. "f ,., q , • 14r,·,#'utrli:4ltblf.?iL ., us would admit that ,t)'fY;'ltrn;'r-l'i,:' !:-«:. [, :- 'p'0Mi.r '$%r evidence that isn't 
d 't all .~m¥/,t~w4 ;I.i, ' Jd, •.•... ,'§j. all'd we on re y care ~mFti~''''1V',.p1".*- .'";;'1',,,"' .•.. #tt0t'.i1<w.'.n even re yeVI ence about a real estate ",,,,·.,'t',,,;,,,,,,n'$,'.'''. ,',,1'm .• ~.,", ·rQ;;ft5·· anymore. 
venture in the Ozarks that couldn't For all of its media coverage, 
get off the ground. Whitewater is still ajumbled mess of 
The Whitewater investigation is facts that most Americans don't 
not about punishing the "bad guy" - understand. So, the question should 
it is about winning in November. The be, "Is it worth it?" Do Americans 
committee members heading the really need to know whether or not 
investigationknowthereisn'tenough the president was involved in a few 
evidence to impeach the president, shady land deals? My answer is yes! 
only enough to taint his image in the First, if the president would deal 
election. If Clinton wins, the in illegal transactions in the past, 
investigation will end, as it failed to what's to say that he's not doing that 
serve its purpose. If he loses, it will now? Can we really trust the future of 
also end because the mudslingers our country to a man of questionable 
will have gotten their way. Howabout integrity and business ethics? If he 
we just end it now and save everyone behaves in his dealing with foreign 
some money? America deserves at nations as he may have done in 
least that much. Whitewater, our reputation as a 
nation is at stake. We can't allow 
people to remain in office who will 
shame us. 
Second, taxpayers have already 
spent qUite a bit of money on the 
investigation. That is reason enough 
to continue. To stop now would be to 
negate all that the investigators have 
uncovered. making their tax-paid 
salaries a taxpayer waste. 
Finally, with the next election 
fast approaching, we need to know 
how deeply our president is involved 
so as to make a wise choice in the 
voting booth. 
One pervading complaint about 
Whitewater is that the case has 
become nothing more than a media 
gorge. It's true that the press has had 
a ,field day with this investigation, 
but I'm here to suggest that that's a 
good thing. One purpose of 
journalism. my chosen profession, is 
to keep voters informed. The media 
work with Congress in a symbiotic 
relationship that ultimately benefits 
the public. Imagine if the Washington 
Post had never broken the Watergate 
scandal. Thanks to the "pesky" media, 
justice was served against even the 
most politically powerful man in the 
country. In Whitewater, as in 
Watergate, the media are serving the 
public by informing. 
Once we have the information, 
the responsibility is ours, as it should 
be. If the public would elect a man 
whose claims to fame are prostitutes, 
not inhaling and avoiding the draft, 
then we have no one to blame for the 
state of our political system but 
ourselves. It's our mess and it's up to 
us to remedy it. By pushing the 
Whitewater investigation, we can 
uncover the truth and the guilty will 
be held accountable - finallyl 
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,listening to RJ3ADERS 
In staunch defense of hype 
Editor's Note: This letter is 
completely unedited. It is also a 
rare exception to our policy not to 
print unsigned letters to the editor. 
Dear Ms. O'Farrell, 
I would like to bring to your 
attention a few concerns that we 
had about your editorial in the last 
edition of the Harding Bison, 
February 2, 1996. 
Pertaining to the Super Bowl, 
this year's "hype" as you have so 
abundantly stated was just like last 
year's if not a little less. The Super 
Bowl is advertised so much because 
it is the coming together of the two 
best teams of the year in the NFL. 
Sadly, people who do not 
understand or watch the game often 
tend to think just as you are 
thinking. 
Secondly, I cannot see how 
disrespecting John Lennon and his 
great creative contributions made 
to the Beetles. The Beetles will 
remain the Beetles forever because 
of their classic music, hence they 
could never become the Threetles 
as you so ridiculously called them. 
On to the television show you 
tried to bash. "Friends" is watched 
religiously by those who relate to 
the ideals and lives of the characters 
not for their hairstyles. Hairstyles, 
clothing and other types of fashion 
all came into pop-ularity through 
either television or the printed 
media. 
Air Jordan's didn't come out in 
1984, as you stated. It wasn't until 
Michael Jordan aided the Chicago 
Bulls to an NBA Championship that 
he even became well known. 
To address the Nintendo issue, 
Nintendo is the result of 
technological advances in our 
society. When we were young Atari 
was technologically advanced, but 
things change in the fast paced 
world in which we live. Speaking of 
technology if it weren't for "hype" 
you wouldn't be using your dandy 
little computer, instead it would be 
a messy printing press. 
"Hype" has done a lot for the 
women of the nineties. If it wasn't 
for "hype" we would not be editing 
school newspapers, if we were 
attending universities at all. More 
often then not we would married 
and pregnant by the ages of sixteen 
and seventeen. Therefore I 
appreciate everything that "hype" 
has done for my sex, I would think 
you would, too, 
I have never heard of people 
eating ice cubes and gum to lose 
weight. The people that I have 
asked have never heard it either. If 
someone were to do that it would 
not be because of "hype" it would 
because of a poor self image and 
probably no success trying to lose 
weight other ways. 
As for your omniscient Rush 
comment, no one in their right mind 
could go from speaking about price 
increases of cabbage to Rush 
Limbaugh. If they could, I'd love to 
hear how they got there. 
As an editor, grammar should 
be of upmost importance to you. 
For further reference, you spelled 
omiscient like this: omnicient. also. 
fifty in Roman Numerals would be 
'L' not 'XXXXX' by rule a numeral of 
equal value can only be represented 
three times in a row otherwise it is 
too redundant. 
Cordially. 
Some concerned women of Cathcart 
Hall 
,professional !!QUSECAT1~S 
by Dr, Mike Justus 
Bison guest columnist 
It is described as a boring epigastric pain. 
Not to be confused with pains that are 
uninteresting for lack of personality, the pain 
of peptic ulcer disease makes its riveting 
presence unforgettable, While the discomfort 
is focused in the upper abdomen (epigastrium), 
ulcer pain often radiates upward into the 
chest or through to the back. 
The term peptic ulcer disease (PUD) is an 
inclusive term for ulcers located in both the 
stomach and in the first portion of the small 
intestine (duodenum). The gastrointestinal 
tract functions as a sophisticated garbage 
disposal. Foods enter the stomach from the 
esophagus where they are broken down into 
smaller units of nutrition before passing into 
the small intestine. Because the stomach 
and duodenum are subjected to the same 
acids used to digest food, they rely on a 
barrier of mucous and a layer of specialized 
cells to prevent self-inflicted damage from 
acids and enzymes. The risk for ulcer 
formation increases with a breech of the 
mucosal barrier and/or an increase in the 
production of acid. 
While you may have the family nose or 
chin, you may also have the genetic 
predisposition for ulcer disease. First-degree 
relatives of individuals with ulcers are three 
times more likely to have an ulcer than the 
general population, 
"Take two aspirin and call me in the 
morning" has been the proverbial treatment 
for every ailment. That advice can have 
serious effects for an unsuspecting but ulcer-
prone individual. The chronic use of non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (aspirin, 
ibuprofen, etc.) increases the risk for PUD up 
to 4 percent. 
Smokers are twice as likely to develop 
ulcers as non-smokers, Tobacco use 
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today in !!!STORY 
Musician and politician Sonny Bono was born 
on this day in 1935.=' ======== 
John Patrick McEnroe, the hot-tempered tennis player, was 
born in Wiesbaden, Germany, on this day in 1959.,==== 
The Baltic state of Lithuania celebrates its independence 
today, as declared from the Soviet Republic in 1918.=== 
i points of "l1!6W 
by Johnna Duke • -~.-.-.... 
Bison columnist 
Living in His tailwinds 
Good coffee, in my opinion, is worth a good search; however, this particular 
Saturday night I had seen all of Kavanaugh without uncovering Cafe de Rama. Stop 
number three to ask directions awarded us with a leader. He was not the typical 
Harding type - looked more like one of the Nelson twins, but was willing to show 
us to our coffee shop. He was easy to follow and he knew the way. 
Difficulties of a road trip lessen significantly when a leader is present. With a 
leader come many fringe benefits, one of which my physics professor addressed. 
(For his sake, I should pass on his warning that this phenomenon is not to be tested 
by college students.) Apparently, a small car on the bumper oHts "leader," an 18-
wheeler, gets great gas mileage. The tail winds of the truck pull the car along. 
Many of the same benefits are observed in following a normal-sized car 
(perhaps with reduced effects). Last night, a friend of mine called me from his car 
when he was following someone home. In his words, "If I follow closely. I feel less 
wind reSistance, get better gas mileage, and don't even really need my lights. If the 
car in front of me adjusts his course and I don't, I slow down. But. as I shift back 
to his path, the resistance lessens." 
May I suggest a journey - not to a coffee shop, not behind a big truck and not 
without headlights? Let's call the road life; the end is home, where God is. I won't 
try to speak for you, but I need a map. I've seen my share of embankments and 
spent significant amounts of time on the median trying to figure out this road. I 
didn't even mind asking for directions, but I still got lost. After I'd searched for a 
long time, a navigator volunteered His services to me ... He didn't expect me to 
understand all of the directions I had been given. Instead, He traveled the road in 
front of me. He assured me that this was the right road though I felt so alone at 
times. 
Robert Frost's poem about the road less traveled is among my favorites, Only 
recently did the phrase "less traveled" stand out to me. Previously, I had pictured 
a fork in the road with the masses all going down the beaten path, leaving one alone 
to choose the other path. Now. I see that "less traveled" does not mean "not 
traveled," 
I realize you know all of what I've said. You know that we have an example to 
follow in Jesus, that through Him we will get home to God. But how far behind can 
we follow and still be called followers? Do you know this man, Jesus? Or do you, 
like me, just know a lot about Him? How can we follow what we do not know, what 
we cannot apply to our lives, what we choose to leave as abstract? I want to know 
His face, His responses, His voice. How else will I be able to show Him to the people 
I encounter? 
This is my challenge. Let's search scripture to watch our leader, but let's not 
stop there. See past the book and embrace the nature of the man. Learn how He 
responded to the Samaritan woman. She was not accepted among the Jews 
because of her race, nor among her own people because of her gender and failed 
relationships. Do you know people who are rejected in our environment? How do 
you respond to them? Read about His response in JOM 4. Then, you go find the 
"Samaritan women" at Harding and respond as Jesus did. This is how to follow. 
Jesus brought us to an understanding of God. We, to bring others to the same 
understanding. must ride His bumper and create tail winds to lead those stuck on 
the medians, We must be willing to frequently adjust our course to match His so 
that Satan will be robbed of his power to slow us down. We need not worry about 
how bright our lights are, for His will shine the way for us and all who follow. In 
the powerful pull of His tail wind, we can peacefully enjoy the benefits of following 
as our lives point to the master navigator. 
Belly pain explained 
stimulates secretion of gastrointestinal acid 
and interferes with mucosal protection. A 
little pinch between the cheek and gum may 
result in a big pain between the chest and gut. 
Dietary risks for PUD vary between 
individuals. Red peppers contain capsaicin, 
which induces gastric bleeding, However, a 
group of men who ate 3 grams of chill peppers 
per day showed no difference in rate of ulcer 
healing when compared to a control group 
(American Family Physician, 1/92). 
Before current pharmaceutical agents were 
available, dairy products were often re-
commended as a ·sippy diet" for the ulcer 
patient. Research has since discovered that 
calcium and milk proteins actually increased 
production of gastric acid. 
The most recent factor associated with 
PUD is the presence of the bacteria Helicobacter 
pylori. Spiral-shaped and propelled by up to 
six flagella (tails), H, pylori burrows through 
the gastric mucous, Its role in ulcer formation 
is unclear, but the presence of the bacteria 
has been reported in more than 80 percent of 
patients with duodenal ulcer. 
Treatmentfor PUD often includes antacids. 
ChOOSing an antacid which does not contain 
calcium carbonate is preferred since the 
calcium increases acid production. 
Drugs which decrease the secretion of 
gastric acids are referred to as H-2-receptor 
antagonist. Several of these medicines are 
now available in non-prescription strengths. 
Since ulcers involve an erosion in the 
lining of the gastrointestinal tract, drugs such 
as bismuth and sucralfate bind 
therapeutically to the ulcer site forming an 
umbrella of protection from the hostile 
environment. 
The role that stress plays in ulcer formation 
remains controversial, No consensus opinion 
exists regarding a personality type at greater 
risk for PUD. But, all you Type-A, vivacious 
personalities, beware of boring belly pain, 
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1996 Petit Jean staff 
breathes relieved sigh 
The Petitjean staff completed their 
final deadline Tuesday and, after making 
corrections on proofs as they come 
from the printing plant, will be able to 
concentrate on school work while 
awaiting the arrival of the 1996 edition. 
Edited by Jimmy Brooks, a senior 
music major, the 320-page book will be 
presented in chapel April 25 and 
distributed to students April 25-26. 
"The staff did an incredible job 
determining layouts, assigning and 
selecting pictures, and meeting 
deadlines," Brooks said. Sections of 60 
to 70 pages each were due at the Jostens 
plant in Topeka, Kan., in October, 
November, December, January and 
February. 
"We started our year the weekend 
before fall registration," Brooks said. 
"Section editors arrived on campus on 
Friday night and had a cookout and 
devotional together at the Gowens' 
house. Then, we worked all day 
Saturday just getting the feel for each 
section and doing some basic training 
in procedure and computer skills." 
publications, to get the theme and cover 
design determined in time to meet an 
August 1 deadline. Tom Buterbaugh, 
assistant director of the university public 
relations office, did the artwork for the 
cover. 
Eleven staff members and eight 
writers met each Tuesday from 7 to 11 
p.m. to work on the various tasks 
associated with publishing a yearbook 
- assigning stories, sorting portraits, 
typing names, assigning pictures to be 
taken, selecting pictures to be printed, 
writing headlines and captions, editing 
and placing stories; and entering page 
numbers into the index for those whose 
pictures appeared in the book. 
Brooks praised the work of Aaron 
Gillihan, head photographer of the '96 
Petit Jean. "Aaron was uncertain about 
his ability to manage the whole 
photography process," Brooks said. "He 
had taken the photography class last 
year and really liked it. Jason Burt, last 
year's PJ photographer, came in and 
worked with him until he got acclimated 
to the process. At that point, he just took 
hold and did an incredible job." 
The home stretch. Jimmy Brooks races to complete the index for the '96 yearbook before deadline. The book 
will be distributed April 25-26. Photo by Chrsitie Mangrum. 
But even that was not the first work 
done on the '96 yearbook. Two months 
earlier, Brooks had faxed information 
back and forth fromJinja, Uganda, East 
Africa, to Kay Gowen, director of student 
Brooks is staying true to Petit Jean 
tradition by waiting to announce the 
yearbook theme and the dedication 
recipient until the chapel presentation. 
Internet moves beyond entertaining; 
proves practical in research, study 
by Ray Carter 
Bison staff writer 
Theroute ofInterstate 167 may have 
been a boon to Searcy, but another 
"highway" has been corning through 
town for almost four years that is having 
a global impact - a new kind of highway 
called the Internet. 
The Internet is the legendary 
"information superhighway," a network 
of networks which can provide students 
with anything from aid in research to 
the viewing of a virtual reality version of 
"Candid Camera." Of the applications 
offered, electronic mail (E-mail) is "by 
far the most often used application," 
according to Dr. Steve Baber, professor 
of math and computer sciences. 
The World Wide Web (WWW) is 
also gaining in popularity. "Several 
people have done some papers using 
WWW" Baber said. The research 
possibilities that exist through the 
Internet are staggering, according to 
Joseph Williams, a student lab operator 
from Mayfield, Ken. "You can do more 
research than you ever wanted to, really," 
he said. 
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Williams is also involved with the 
latest addition to the Harding system -
Netscape. Netscape is a graphical 
viewing program that has only been up 
for about a week. Williams says that the 
new program has attracted a lot of 
interest from students. 
The Internet offers many novel forms 
of entertainment, but there are also 
many items which may prove useful in 
the everyday lives of students. One 
such feature, according to senior 
computer science major Jason Looney, 
is IBM jobnet, which allows people to 
access the opportunities that exist 
beyond Searcy and Arkansas. However, 
the program is just a starting point for 
job-hunting students. "It still comes 
down to somebody who wants to see 
you land yourl resume," said Babar, 
who referred to jobnet as a strong 
"initial contact." 
People haven't always been as eager 
to use the Internet as they are today, 
Looney said. "When it first came in, 
everybody was like, 'hmmm, that's nice,'" 
he said. Pretty soon, however, Looney 
said that people began to realize, "Hey, 
ounty 
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I can write my dad for free!" and started 
using the Internet. 
While no one can really guess what 
the future will hold for Harding and the 
Internet, several options are being 
considered. Perhaps the most exciting 
is "residential networking," which would 
allow students to hook up on the Harding 
system from their dorm rooms. Another 
is a "firewall" that would prevent 
computer viruses from being 
aCcidentally downloaded off the Internet 
and filter out objectionable subject 
manner. 
For those interested in exploring the 
vast world of the Internet, three campus 
labs provide student access. Two labs 
(the VAX lab and the 486 lab ) are in the 
Mabee Business Building and one (the 
Pentium lab) is in the Pryor Science 
Building. 
Checking the E-mail, the campus pastime. Students keep in touch 
with friends and family on the Web. Photo by Christie Mangrum. 
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Poring over the books. Jill Whiteside opts for the outdoors as opposed to the library on a day too pretty for 
air conditioning. Photo by Christie Mangrum. 
Professor publishes Holy Spirit study 
by Christina Weber 
Bison staff writer 
Harding Bible professor Joe Jones 
has written and published a new book 
entitled The Holy Spirit, A Biblical Study. 
A study of different aspects of the Holy 
Spirit, the book is arranged in a 13-
week lesson series. It provides 
insights into what the Holy Spirit is 
and how the Holy Spirit operates. 
The book covers subjects like 
the personality of the Spirit, the 
Holy Spirit in the Old Testament, baptism 
f~6as 
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-Bridal Gowns 
- Wedding Supplies 
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268-5177 
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and the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit 
and miracles. It also discusses the Spirit 
in relation to tongues, God's will, the 
church, and sins against the Spirit. 
Jones said that there is a lot of 
discussion going on in the church today 
about spiritual warfare and angels. He 
by his own company, Victory 
Publications. He published another book 
in 1990, entitled Victory in Jesus - A 
Study of tbe Book of Revelation. 
Jones has used the material that is 
covered in the new book as part of the 
Bible course, "Great Themes of the 
Bible," which he taught for 15 years. 
"[Th' b k' 1 , ·t't . ·th That class is now taught by Dr. e 00 . IS 'lOrl en WI , Edward Myers, and Jones hopes 
clarity a~d simplicity ... " . that his book will become a text in 
the class. 
also thinks there is a lot of discussion 
about the personality and work of the 
Holy Spirit, and this book approaches 
that from the biblical perspective. 
Jones said he believes the Spirit is 
active and dwells in our lives. He 
maintains, however, that the Holy Spirit 
is no longer working miracles as it did 
in the first century. 
A graduate of Harding Graduate 
School of Religion, Jones has been 
teaching at Harding for 21 years. He 
began gathering infonnation for this 
book in the 1960s and brought it to its 
final fonn last summer. It was published 
Myers said that Jones' book "is 
written with clarity and simplicity" and 
that "every Christian would benefit in 
their learning about this wonderful 
subject by reading and studying this 
book." Bruce Mclarty, minister of the 
College church, said, "Written in a 
straightforward and understandable 
style, ... this book can be used profitably 
by any teen-age or adult Bible class 
which seeks to better understand the 
Holy Spirit." 
BothofJones'books, TheHolySpirit, 
A Biblical Study ($7.25) and Victory in 
Jesus - A Study of tbe Book of Revelation 
($14.95) are available in the bookstore. 
For all o/your dry cleaning 
needs, bring them to us! 
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Holiday 
plans 
include 
nation-
wide 
ministry 
by Carol Birth 
Bison staff writer 
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This year's spring break campaigns 
will target "showing and telling who 
and what Jesus is," according to Marcus 
Reese, leader of this year's campaign to 
North Little Rock. Other campaign 
leaders share Reese's objectives and 
enthusiasm for upcoming excursions to 
nine U. S. cities and Jamaica. 
As in the past, students have a 
variety oflocations from which to choose 
in looking for a place to serve during 
spring break. Rich Little is leading a 
campaign group to Jamaica; Chris 
Westcott, to Chicago; Adam and Maria 
Brooks, to New York; Joel Boone and 
Cannen Heath, to Nashville; Reese, to 
North Little Rock; Dan Murray and April 
Kennedy, to Houston; Scott Thibodeaux, 
to Duluth, Minn.; Eddie Koehler and 
Shelly Davis, to Rifle, Colo.; Brenna 
Foy, to Dallas; and Clem and Debbie 
Rosenberg, to Catanning, Pa. 
According to Adam Brooks, the 
Student Association started formally 
sponsoring Spring Break Campaigns 
about three years ago as a type of short-
tenn ministry. He said that most of the 
campaigns have a specific aim. 
"Duluth is strictly a manual labor 
campaign. The one in Rifle is similar, 
but they spend time with the teens," 
Brooks said. As for his own project in 
New York, he said, "We will be doing a 
lot of work with ministries and with the 
Boys' Ranch for troubled kids." 
Right now, only the Jamaica and 
Chicago trips are filled to capacity, so, 
according to Westcott, that should 
encourage those who still wantto serve. 
It's not too late to get involved, he said. 
"It's a good opportunity to be 
exposed to situations in ministry that 
you never thought existed. We'll [the 
Chicago group) be primarily encouraging 
the church, going to A.A. and N.A. 
meetings, and serving at a special 
restaurant for the homeless called 
Inspiration Cafe," Westcott said. 
The best thing, Reese said, is that 
"we'll be used by God to help people 
for eternity." 
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lob-hunters shoot for strong interviews 
by Brian Hendricks 
Bison staff writer 
Thirty students will have the chance 
to interview with some of the leading 
companies in the United States Monday 
at the 10th annual Opportunity Day in 
little Rock. Participating companies 
are ready to hire employees, and each 
year several seniors receive job offers 
while attending Opportunity Day. "I 
am going with the hope of fmding a job 
and receiving some practical experience 
in interviewing,· said Heather Muir, a 
senior biology major from Lincoln, 
Neb. 
The Independent Colleges of 
Arkansas, a group of private colleges, 
has organized Opportunity Day because 
some recruiters from the major 
companies will not come to the smaller 
colleges to recruit students. Now, the 
students from some of Arkansas' private 
colleges have the same opportunities 
as those offered at large universities. "I 
now have the chance to meet 
prospective employers from around 
the state whom I would not be able to 
meet otherwise," said Tom Gamer, a 
senior profeSSional sales/accounting 
major, from little Rock. 
"It has opened many doors," said 
Rebecca Teague, placement co-
ordinator at the career center. The 
students who will be attending have 
already developed a resume and 
attended preparation workshops that 
have provided information on 
participating companies and offered 
interviewing tips. Participating students 
then listed their preferences for up to 
three interviews. "I am scheduled to 
see Prudential, but I may stay around 
and see if I can talk to a couple of other 
companies,· Muirsaid. Resumeswere 
mailed to the companies in advance. 
Harding has the largest number of 
students who participate in Opportunity 
Day each year, and this impresses the 
recruiters, Teague said. Harding 
students are very fortunate, as some of 
the large companies are beginning to 
come to interview here, according to 
Teague, who attributes this special 
attention to the high caliber of students 
that Harding consistently produces. 
She added that, within 90 days after 
graduation, 98 percent of all Harding 
students are either employed or in 
graduate school. 
Some of the companies who will be 
participating in this year's Opportunity 
Day are Harvest Foods, Sherwin 
Williams, Cornerstone Financial, ABF 
Freight System, Acxiom Corporation, 
Alltel Corporation, ARAMARK, 
American Express, Delta Beverage 
(Pepsi Cola), Footlocker, Kroger, Love's 
Country Stores, Northwestern Mutual 
Life Insurance, New York Life, Target, 
Arkansas State Police, Prudential, State 
Farm Insurance, the Arkansas 
Department of Parks and Tourism, the 
FBI and Cranford, Johnson, Robinson 
& Woods. 
Building rapport. Donnie Radabaugh chats with Northwestern Mutual Life representatives on campus. 
Opportunity Day has put Harding in the eye of several large companies. Photo by Christie Mangrum. 
Faculty shifts for teacher education 
by Zachary Blake 
Bison staff writer 
Although Arkansas' state education 
requirements have changed a number 
of times in recent years, the education 
faculty who promoted them at Harding 
has been a stable one. That stability is 
expected to remain intact as Dr. Wyatt 
Jones steps down as Associate Dean of 
Education in August and is replaced by 
Dr. Delores Carson. 
Carson, a former middle school 
teacher in Florida, became an 
administrator after 16 years of teaching. 
After serving as an elementary school 
principal for three years, the Florida 
State University graduate came to 
Harding in the fall of 1994. 
Though originally hired to teach in 
the education program and advise 
student teachers, Carson will again 
serve in the role of administrator. A 
relative newcomer to the campus, 
Carson said she was approached by Dr. 
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Bobby Coker, dean of the School of 
Education, about filling the current 
need. Because of her background in 
administration, Coker said he felt that 
Carson could provide the insight and 
organization needed to bring the 
education curriculum at Harding to the 
required state level. 
Carson was thrilled to be 
recommended, but was also hesitant 
because she has been at Harding for 
such a short period of time. Through 
encouragement from others on the 
staff, as well as the other associate 
deans, Carson said she decided to 
accept. 
Though she is in somewhat of a 
position of authority, Carson said she 
does not want anyone to think she is in 
charge. She believes strongly in 
teamwork and said she feels that her 
position provides her with the 
opportunity to collaborate with others 
when deciding on changes in the 
department. 
During the rest of the year, Carson 
is essentially serving as an apprentice 
under Jones and Coker. She praised 
these two men, who she said will help 
determine her duties as associate dean. 
Though Carson admitted to missing 
the influence she had on young 
children, she said she has enjoyed 
teaching college students and is excited 
about her work at Harding with future 
teachers. 
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Harding tealllS playing 
for March tourney bids 
by Holly Latimer 
Bison staff writer 
Excitement filled the air as the 
Bisons defeated Ouachita Baptist 
Univeristy 66-51 in a home game last 
Thursday night. 
The game started off with a bang 
for the Bisons. The first shot that 
rolled off the fingers was a three 
pointer by Cliff Miller. Scott Webb 
followed with a field goal to put the 
Bisons up 5-2 at 16:56. 
Mitchell Bolding of OBU put in a 
trey to tie the game at 16:31. Webb 
responded with three. Lamont Page 
of OBU then hit two from the line and 
Bolding sank a trey to put Ouachita 
up by two. 
Miller and JR. Duke answered 
with back-to-back field goals to bring 
the Bisons back on top. Ouachita was 
not to be denied, as Gerald Farelon 
put in a field goal and then went two-
for-two from the line to give Ouachita 
the lead. 
Jason Cooper, Duke and Miller 
then combined forces to put Harding 
ahead by four at 9:28, 20-16. Duke 
added two more to Harding's score to 
make it 23-19. 
"Our team is really balanced. We 
try not to rely on only one or two 
people. We don't have anyone who 
stands out," Coach Jeff Morgan said. 
"We just play good team ball. I'd 
rather have seven or eight players 
who do well." 
Polidor made Harding's opening 
shot of the second half at 18:12. He 
followed two minutes later with 
Harding's next field goal to make the 
score 36-28. 
Brad Daughtry came alive and put 
in a two-pointer and a three-pointer 
to put Harding ahead 41-30. 
Ussery hit a three at 13:33. 
Ouachita took the ball down the court, 
but Duke stole it and passed it to Fred 
Hudson, who converted for two 
points. Duke then hit a field goal to 
put Harding up 48-36 with less than 
5:00 left in the game. 
"Our defense did well. We made a 
basket hard to get," Morgan said. 
Webb made a field goal with 3:07 
left to play and Miller hit two of two 
from the line and a field goal to give 
Harding the victory at 66-51. 
"We did a good job. It was good to 
hold them to around 50 points," 
Morgan said. 
Miller led Harding with 16 points 
and five assists. Duke hit for 13 points 
in only 25 minutes of action. As a team, 
Harding hit 54 percent from the field 
and 71 percent from the free-throw 
line. 
• Lady Bisons 69, 
Lady Tigers 58 
The Lady Bisons defeated Ouachita 
Baptist University 69-58 last Thursday 
to bring their record to 20-3. 
The score stayed close in the first 
half. Angie Fouts hit the flfst field goal 
of the night at the 19:06 mark. A three-
pointer and a field goal by Emily 
Prysock and Fouts put Harding up 10-
6. 
With 10:25 on the clock, the tide 
turned momentarily. Ouachita went 
up by one point after a two-minute 
series of shots unanswered byHarding, 
but this lead didn't last long. Fouts hit 
two consecutive field goals to pull 
Harding within one and then Molly 
McPherson and Mandy Cox combined 
to put the Lady Bisons up by four. 
"This, offensively, was probably as 
poor a game as we have had," Coach 
Greg Hamden said. "We shot only 26 
percent from the three-point range. 
Our inside game fmally opened up 
when Molly came off the bench. It was 
hard to key in on both Molly and 
Angie." 
The second half did not start off 
well for the Lady Bisons. OBU's Norton 
With authorltyl ].R. 
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in agameagainstOuachita 
BapIist(abow).Haniingzron 
thegame 66-51 andnowbas 
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Bison Badlands (right) 
hoping for post-season 
hoops in tbe GanusAtbletic 
Center. 
Photos by Christie 
Mangrum (top) and Aaron 
Gillihan. 
was fouled while making a field goal 
and hit the free throw to tie the game at 
31. Whitten then put Ouachita on top 
with a field goal. Ouachita held on to 
the lead until Fouts hit a field goal and 
put Harding ahead by one, 36-35. At 
the 13:49 mark, Fouts hit another field 
goal that put Harding in the driver's 
seat for the rest of the game. 
Fouts hit three two-point shots to 
give Harding its biggest lead of the 
night,60-50. It was back -to-back shots 
like these that helped make Fouts the 
Your dad will love getting a bill from us, 
because he will know we took good care 
of you -
Located in the Searcy Medical Center 
Boyce Arnett, P.D. 
Class of '66 268-3311 
And you didn't have to worry about the money! 
leading scorer of the night. 
"Angie was 13-16 from the field. 
She had 26 points and 12 boards. She 
shot really well," Hamden said. 
With 2:56 on the clock, Cox hit two 
of two to give Harding a 62-52 lead 
and, 40 seconds later, repeated the feat 
to give Harding a 67-58 lead. With 11 
seconds remaining, Mindy Murphy hit 
two at the line and gave Harding its 
final points for the night and the final 
score of 69-58. 
"This was a huge win for us," 
Hamden said. "Ouachita's last loss 
was to us. They have only lost twice 
since Christmas." 
The Lady Bisons have only one 
regular season game left to play. It will 
be at home Monday, Feb. 26, against 
Lyon College. 
SERVE 
-Teach English or Business 
- Build meaningful relationships 
OVERSEAS 
- Former USSR & Central Asia 
-CentraVEastem Europe 
-China 
NOW! 
-Summer (degree not req.) 
-Year (BAlBS, any major) 
Team ministry! 
Quality trainingl 
Affordable costl 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
INTERNATIONAL 
(818) 284-7955 
(BOO) 895-7955 
, • Fred Newman is, atnle " 
, throw-~ck to the gtOfY day~ of 
Q;tsk~I:iaU !i' he' ~sli09i f~' 
, throws, 
. An ;',assj~tant coach af~ 
, .' California Tech, the ,58-year-old , 
'N~ broke his 'record for ,< 
free throws made in one hour, ' 
hitting 2,034 of2,243 during the 
~s. Ail-Star Weekend. 
It was Newmaris flfth .entry 
into the Guiness. .BOOk ofWo~ld 
Records. , Re also haS .. held 
records ft}f consecutive' free , ~rows whiie blindfolded, (88), .~ 
;, mdst' free throws mIG minUtes 
using ' two balls (336), 
~centage made in ,24 hou(S 
(98 percent) and most made in' 
24 hours (20,371). 
Lipscomb students 
welcome crooners , 
~r s 11 "" 
• DaVid lipscomb UniYersity ' 
basketball fans were r~dy 
when ~townrival Belmont 
UniverSity and fans ,arrivedfo~ 
a game Saturday. , ' 
, Two of Belmont's fans are 
singeJS Amy Grant and V"Ulce 
,Gill, who attended the ga~. 
One of the posters 'at the 
:~,gyrti Sajd: \ 
. . "Vuice and Anl1: We!ct>me 
to 'Our House of Love:- '. 
The two recently had a Pit 
duet 'by .that name, ' 
By the way, Lip5(:omb won 
the game, 104-93. 
It's officially time 
t9 . be quiet, Dallas ' 
.; :'.¥ if 11Ilybody~y '!wen~' 
" <:area, Dallas Cowboys receiver 
Michael' Irvin announced this 
week that his new look for thiS 
summer will be comprised of 
chiffon. 
·Chiffon," lrvi,n told The 
Dallqs Morning News: "I'm, 
go~g to be wearing chiffon.", 
" Why is this news? .; , 
AP BasketbaJI 
1'01)10 
L Massachusetts (23-0) 
2 . .Kenn.1cky (20-1) , ; 
3. Contl.edicut (22-1) 
" 4. VillanovaJ2(}..3) 
5. Kansas{1~2) · 
'6. :c/nciDnaii (18-2) 
; 7. llt!h '(I9--3) " 
8. WakeForest(I6-3) 
'9. Penn State (18-2) " 
10. ytrginia Tech (lIH) " 
F~theBleachers~ 
, Here's an jdeafr9!U Gat)' 
"Shehon :o(the. Sf p'ett!rJburf 
JitneS: ; , 
, • Art Modell should follow 
, Paul Bwwn's lead and rer\3;Ille 
the tew aft.er himself.· How 
does the ;'Baltimore • MOI}ey-
, Grubbir.lg ;Pond Scum' ~UIldr' 
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Bison sluggers turn to youth, senior leadership for wins 
by Claudia Cordera 
Bison staff writer 
With a young team this year, Coach 
Jess Buey said he hopes the more 
experienced players among the 
baseball Bisons will influence the 
younger ones. 
The Bisons start the '96 season 
having lost three of their leading 
players from last year. Kevin Burton, 
an academic All-American who led 
the team's pitching, is now working as 
student assistant for the Bisons. 
Outfielder Wade Wilson and second 
baseman Joe Daniels were among the 
batting leaders, with each hitting .320 
or better. 
In spite of these losses and the recent 
bad weather, which hindered practice, 
Buey expects his team to have a great 
season. "The team has done a great job 
adapting to the weather conditions." 
Buey said. "They have been practicing 
at 6 a.m. inside the gym, and that is 
sometimes better than what other 
r-------------------I 
Bison Sports Challenge 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Welcome. arm-chair quarterbacks I 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
El 
o 
This is a chance for you, the Harding student, to battle wits with The 
Bison Sports Editor and be eligible for a great prize at the same time. 
Cut out the entire entry sheet and drop it in the Bison Sports 
Challenge box at the Campus Mail window before Friday at 10 p.m. 
HAVE FUN! 
Name 
Phone Box # 
This Week's Winner 
Scott Bur'cha~m 
Grand Prize 
One Medium Pizza and. a Six .. pack 
of C··.o·· .·k·'c fr'o·m, • , 
... .. . , . < K ARAM4R/( 
L __________ ~ ________ ~ 
NOTICE 
GRADUATING SENIORS! 
Let us print your 
graduation announcements. 
Custom printed with your 
name and degree. 
Several styles to choose from. 
HARDING PRESS 
500 South Remington 
Searcy, Arkansas 
279-4341 
teams are able to do under the same 
circumstances. " 
But things are not as easy as they 
may seem. The coaching staff is still 
struggling with a lineup for the season. 
Buey said that many players seem to 
have lots of potential. "We are going to 
have to play them in different positioris 
in the first couple of games," Buey 
said, before they will be able to establish 
a regular lineup. 
Returning starters such as shortstop 
Todd Miller, catcher Brent Neely and 
center fielder Darrell Johnson played 
in an all-star game last year, but only 
Johnson was named to the All-AIC 
squad. Hitting .395 for the season, he 
was also an outstanding base stealer. 
Ryan Rana, a starter at fITst base, 
was hurt all year from a hamstring 
injury and missed several games in the 
middle of the season. Buey said Rana 
has recovered from his injury and "is 
now hitting pretty well and might also 
pitch some this year." 
Jeremy Pharr, a sophomore, is a 
starting right fielder and pitcher, and 
Mike Anders, "a good athlete that 
plays numerous positions, " also 
returns. Buey added, "He is even a 
good pitcher." 
Last year's record for the Bisons 
was 25-25, with a .308 team batting 
average. The Bisons' pitching staff 
remains the same with the exception 
of Burton. 
"Right now Tim Lacefield, Mike 
Anders and Josh Moore are looking 
good and they could be the starting 
pitchers. Pharr also pitches and he led 
the team in the ERA column last 
season," Buey said. 
As an independent member of the 
Lone Star Conference, the Bisons will 
have to play in a district tournament 
determined by ranking at the end of 
the season rather than the head-to-
head competition previously ex-
perienced in the Ale. They have a 
tougher schedule this year as they face 
NCAA Division II teams in more than 
half of their games. Two of the toughest 
opponents will be Delta State 
University, ranked number one last 
year for several weeks in Division II, 
and Central Missouri State University, 
which finished third in 1995 and was 
ranked second in the pre-season poll. 
The Bisons started the season 
against the University of Central 
Arkansas Tuesday. Their first home 
game is scheduled for tomorrow 
against Central Missouri State. 
Netters discover peril of high ranking 
from staff reports 
Harding tennis teams are finding 
out quickly the perils of being highly 
regarded. 
After easy victories in their first 
matches, both Harding squads took it 
on the chin the next time out against 
inspired adversaries. 
With the men ranked eighth and 
the women ranked 11th in the NAIA 
poll, Harding breezed past the 
competition in their first matches. The 
Bisons shut out Hendrix College 9-0, 
while the Lady Bisons took out Lyon 
College by a 10-0 margin. 
The next time out, though, the going 
proved to be much tougher. Harding 
suffered a 5-2 defeat at the hands of 
Oklahoma City University, while the 
Lady Bisons were toppled by 
Northeastern State University. 
Before their collective setbacks, 
both Harding teams were dominant, 
especially the women. 
In their game against Lyon College 
the Lady Bisons dropped only one 
game in six matches and went perfect 
in three doubles matches. 
Both teams look to get back on 
track today in a tournament in 
Arkadelphia. The tournament will 
continue through tomorrow and 
consists of teams from Tyler, Texas, 
Ouachita Baptist and North Alabama. 
The Bisons enter their matches with 
a 2-1 record, while the Lady Bisons 
post a 3-1 mark. 
OJfme! A memberofKnightssocial club puts homea layup in a club basketball game against Seminoles. Club basketball wraps 
up this week with the championship game in the "A" division. Photo by Christie Mangrum. 
~/iinT 
OFFERS 
FREE DELIVERY 
268-4107 
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ONE LARGE 
ONE TOPPING 
PIZZA 
--COUPON-- It' VOTED BEST PIZZA ' 
: AT HARDING'S 1995 
: PSE/MDA' prZZA WARS 
It 
II ., .,. , 
r;<~,- AND GET., JO:96 'OFF 
Itk:;R THE'BUFFET"WITH I . -~~, 
( ~ · STUDEN.T,iD! JUST$6.50 
I 
Expiration 3/16/96. Not valid with any I 
other coupons or offers. HUOOl 
